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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unanrcunced inspection involved 34 inspector-hours on site
in the areas of safety-related pipe support and restraint systems, seismic
analysis for as-built safety-rela.ed piping systems, licensee action on previous
enforcement matters, and inspector followup items.

Results: One violation was identified - Inadequate procedure implementation in
pipe support design calculations, paragraph 6.c.



REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

"R. Watson, Vice President
"J. Willis, Plant General Manager
"E. Wagner, Engineering General Manager
"G. Forehand, Director, QA/QC
"M. Thompson, Jr., Manager, HPEMS
"J. Underwood, Project Engineer, Harris Plant Engineering Services (HPES)"0; Whitehead, QA Supervisor
*M. Wallace, Specialist, Regulatory Compliance
"M. Baker, Hangers Final Verification
"B. Marlar, Project Engineer, HPES-Civil

Other licensee employees contacted included construction QC inspector,
engineers, security force members, and office personnel.

NRC Resident Inspectors

"G. Maxwell, Senior Resident Inspector
*S. Burris, Resident Inspector

"Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on March 28, 1986, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspector described the
areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings. No
dissenting comments were received from the licensee.

(Open) Violation 400/86-21-01, Inadequate procedure implementation in
pipe support design calculations, paragraph 6 '.

The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the materials provided
to or reviewed by the inspector during this inspection.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

(Closed) Violation 400, 401/83-25-02, Pipe Support Installation and
Inspection Discrepancies.

CP8L's letter of response dated November 18, 1983, has been reviewed and
determined to be acceptable by Region II. The inspector held discussions
with licensee's representatives and examined the corrective actions as





stated in the letter of response. The inspector concluded that CP4L had
determined the full extent of the subject violation, performed the necessary
survey and followup actions to correct the present conditions and developed
the necessary corrective actions to preclude recurr ence of similar
circumstances. The corrective actions identified in the letter of response
have been implemented.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during the inspection.

5. Inspector Fol lowup Items (IFI) (92701)

a. (Closed) IFI 400, 401/83-25-20, Resolution of Pipe Hanger Problem
Report No. 6451.

This item involved pipe hanger problem (PHP) Report No. 6451 for which
certain welds on pipe support CH-H-839 were found to be inaccessible
for .inspection. This hanger was reanalyzed on June 29, 1983, by the
licensee based on the assumption that the welds on the inaccessible
side were missing. It was found that the support still could serve its
intended function. In addition, this support had been deleted by the
licensee on July 16, 1984, resulting from deletion of Unit 1 to Unit 4
essential chilled water piping system per FCR-P-1562. This item is
considered closed.

b. (Closed) IFI 400/84-43-04, Approval of Permanent Waiver.

This item involved a concern that justifications for the permanent
waivers (PW) had not gotten project management attention or review.

Licensee's response with respect to the above concern was reviewed. A
research was conducted by the licensee to consider all possible
material grades, which could have been installed. For those material
grades not specified on the purchase orders, they were assumed to
contain material other than A-36, although in fact, the material may
have been A-36 or better. The research indicated on a small percent
possibility of material other than A-36 or A-500 Grade B being
installed. The standard American Institute of Steel Construction
(AISC) allowable stresses used in pipe hanger designs are less than the
minimum yield strength of any postulated substitute materials. On the
basis of the above review, it is determined that this matter is
considered resolved.

i
6. Safety-Related Pipe Support and Restraint Systems (50090) and Seismic

Analysis for As-Built Safety-Related Piping Systems ( IE Bulletin 79-14)





a. Document and Procedure Review

The inspector reviewed portions of thd following documents and
procedures pertaining to safety-related pipe supports and piping
systems to determine whether appropriate procedures have been
established and whether they comply with NRC requirements and the
licensee commitments.

Design Guidelines 7.2.A, Piping Support/Restraint Design and/or
Modification, October 2, 1985

Design Guidelines 7.2.C, Completion of Hanger Calculation
Packages. January 31, 1986

Design Guidelines 7.2.H, 79-14 Stress Analysis Verification of .
Safety-Related Piping Systems, November 21, 1985

Design Guidelines 7.2.N, Piping Stress Analysis As-Designed.
, Reconciliation, October 30,

1985'rocedure

WP-110, Installation, of Q and Non-Q Pipe Hanger and
Supports, March 12, .1986

t. Pipe Support Field Inspections

The inspector selected and examined the following pipe supports that
had previously been QC inspected for a verification inspection to
determine the effectiveness of the licensee's program.

'u

ort Number

1-CS-H-576
1-CS-H"577
1-CS-H"579
1-CS-H-591
1-RH"H-10
1"RH-H-ll
1-RH-H-13
1 "S I-H-1104
1-S I-H-1283
1" S I "H-1284
2-BR-H"2375
1"BR-H"2621

~Te

Box
Snubber
Spring
Snubber
Spring
Snubber
Anchor
Snubber
Spring
Box
Spring
Snubber

h

Pi in S stem

Chemical & Volume Control (CS)
CS

CS

CS
Residual Heat Removal (RH)

RH

RH

Safety Injection (SI)
SI
SI

Boron Recycl e (BR)
BR

The above 12 supports were partially inspected against their detail
drawings for configuration, identification, location, fastener
installation, welds, and damage/protection. In general. the appearance
of the supports was good and the supports were installed and inspected
in accordance with design documents and procedures with no major
discrepancies identified.



c. Pipe Support Design Calculations Review

The inspector reviewed portions of the deSign calculations for support
No. 1-SI'-H-1284, Rev. OS4, in the safety injection system. The support
design calculations were reviewed for conformance to analysis criteria,
applicable codes, NRC requirements, and the licensee commitments. In
addition, these calculations were evaluated during the review for
thoroughness, clarity, consistency, and accuracy. The inspector noted
that the design calculations for the support contained the following
discrepancies:

( 1) Information on field modification Mod OS3-M-6 was not incorporated
into the latest design drawing for which a field weld still showed
at the wrong location between member items 9 and 19.

(2) Weld evaluation was not addressed in the design calculations for
structural plates items 19 and 6, which were utilized to withstand
an external force of 2730 pounds.

(3) STRUDL analysis computer run was performed on November 4, 1985,
for the support design. This computer inalysis had not been
signed by a qualified checker as required by the procedure. As a
result, the accuracy of the computer analysis can not be assured.

(4) Input of the computer analysis for members 12 and 13 had not been
made to reflect the actual size of the structural plates.
Accordingly, the output of the computer analysis for the member
forces, member stresses, and joint displacements could not
represent the actual structural behavior of the aforementioned two
structural members.

The above design calculations were considered by the licensee as final
design documents. Discrepancies identified from the above descriptions
indicate that portions 8f the design/verification activities had not
been implemented by the Harris Plant Engineering Services (HPES)
engineering personnel in accordance with established instructions and
procedures. This is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria V,
and is identified as Violation 400/86-21-01, Inadequate procedure
implementation in pipe support design calculations.

Within the areas inspected, one violation was identified.
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Exhibit 6

REPORT OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS
CONDUCTED WITH SHNPP PERSONNEL

RELATED TO EXPANSION ANCHOR INSTAL'LATION

Prepared By:
Robert E. Dellon

Theodore Barry R Associates
New York, New York

March 27, 1985
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This report documents the r suits of interviews held with various Shearon Harris Vuclear
Power Plant (SHNPP) personnel with respect to expansion anchor installation activities.
The purpose of the interviews was to assess the integrity of the expansion anchor program
as part of a focused readiness review being undertaken by the CPAL Completion
Assurance Organization.

BACKGROUND

On March ll, 1985 Mr. Roland M. Parsons, CPhL Project General Manager, Completion
Assurance requested assistance in the conduct of a pilot program readiness review focuse'd
on SHNPP expansion anchor installation activities. On March IO, 1985 a site meeting was
held with Mr. Parsons for the purpose of planning the review. At this meeting appropriate
documents were obtained in preparation for conducting the study, and individuals to be
interviewed were identified. Attachments I and II list respectively the documents
reviewed and the individuals interviewed. Interviews were conducted on-site on March 20
and 2I, 1985 by this writer. Attachment III provides the qualifications and experience of
the writer.

The individuals selected for interview were chosen in a manner to provide insight into the
complete anchor installation process (i.e., engineering, crafts, inspection). With respect
to the selection of crafts, an additional objective was to obtain insight into both day and
night shifts, as well as to obtain perceptions from a relatively new as well as a "seasoned"
craf t anchor installer.

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

The SHNPP Q expansion anchor bolt program appears effective at ensuring the
installation of anchor bolts in conformance with specified requirements. This
effectiveness is achieved through:

the development of specific installation and inspection requirements,

thorough training of anchor installers and inspectors to the detailed requirements,

implementation of the installation and inspection requirements by well trained,
motivated, and reasonably staffed resources,

documentation of quality affecting activities, and

pride of workmanship that appears central to the success of the overall
effectiveness of the program.

The SHNPP nonsafety expansion anchor bolt program as contrasted with the Q program,
has been less disciplined and exacting. The need for program improvements has been
recognized by CPRL and significant program enhancements have been actively under
development since the beginning of 1985.
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SU%1M:WRY CONCLUSlOVS cont'd

Several opportunities to fine tune the overall SHNPP anchor installation activities exist,
these are delineated in the "Recommendations" section of this report.
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INTERVIEW AREAS

TRAINING

Work Procedure (WP) nuinbers 33 and 02 provid the detailed nethods for installin.
expansion anchor bolts 'on SHNPP. These WP's delineate specific requirements with
respect to anchor and drill bit selection, anchor hole locating and drilling, anchor
installation, tolerances (e.g. embedment, hole depth, spacing, skewness, etc.), interface
sequences, calibration of tools and documentation requirements.

Technical Procedure (TP) number 39 provides the detailed methods for inspecting the
installation of expansion anchor bolts as controlled by WP-33 and 02. TP-39 delineates
specific requirements with respect to the conduct of inspections, inspection criteria,
interface sequences, and documentation requirements.

All craft personnel who are to become anchor installers must first be trained and
certified. There are separate safety related (Q) and nonsafety related anchor training
programs. A review of the training materials, including the written tests indicates that
the training programs review in detail the requirements of the governing WPs.

Construction Inspection (CI) Inspectors are required to be certified prior to performing
anchor inspection responsibilities. TP-00 provides a specific training program for CI
inspectors, which includes training to the requirements of TP-39.

Individuals interviewed displayed a uniformly high knowledge of the requirements
governing their respective job responsibilities. Specific knowledge was demonstrated with
respect to: applicable WP and TP, sequential steps, tolerances, hold points,
documentation requirements, critical limitations (e.g. do not cut rebar), importance of
"doing it right", and freedom to raise questions.

Additional comments from individuals indicates that:

it is a practice to have newly certified installers work with "old hands",

that all Q foreinan had received training as Q installers,

Q. training had been in existence since program inception,

strict compliance to WP's is stressed in training, and

that a heavy emphasis is placed on not cutting rebar, whether it be for a Q or a
nonsafety anchor installation.

INSTALLATION

In discussing anchor bolt installation practices, the craft personnel individually and
collectively described the installation sequence, checks and balances, and do's and don'ts
with complete consistency to the requirements of the governing WP's.

Overriding the entire process was the installers'etailed understanding of the technical
parameters of expansion anchor installation (e.g. use of the rebar locator, tolerance
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INSTALLATIONcont'd

windows for locating holes, degrees of skewness permitted, hydraulic setting of anchors,
etc.). Also evident through intervie;vs was the manner in which the Anchor Placement
Report (Exhibit I of WP-33) is Jsed as a fundamental Q anchor control point between the
crafts and Cl. Specifically, S ction A signoff by CI on the Anchor Place. ment For:n
authorizes tne field to lay out and drill the anchor holes. Anchors cannot be obtained
from the anchor cage area for installation until CI has inspected each anchor hole and
found them acceptable. At this point Section 8 is signed off, authorizing the craft to
obtain the specified type and number of anchors and install same. Upon CI's successful
inspection of installed anchors, Section C is signed off by CI and an inspection indicator
applied.

Any need to perform rework on a plate secured by previously inspected anchors requires
processing of a Removal and Reinstallation Notification (RRN) forms. RRiV activities are
monitored by CI.

Due to the importance ascribed to not cutting rebar, particular attention was given to
rebar cutting practices during the interviews. Each individual interviewed firmly
indicated that rebar cutting was not to be done except under the specific approval of
design engineering. Further, that any attempt at unauthorized rebar cutting would never
get past CI under the Q-program and would be at the expense of one's job. The craft, Cl,
and engineering personnel alike indicated mitigating circumstances that would preclude
the likelihood of intentional or unintentional cut ting of rebar. These mitigating
circumstances range from the use of drill stops on core drill machines to the inability of
carbide bits to cut rebar. In the former case, while drill stops might be disconnected and
core drills left to damage rebar, personnel safety is a very real motivation to drilling with
the drill stop on. In the latter case, undercutting tools'iamond bits are controlled at the
point of issuance and not freely available. In the final analysis, it was clear through the
interviews that for Q anchors in particular their is no apparent motivation to deliberately
cut rebar, and whether rebar is cut deliberately or by accident, the CI inspection function
specifically checks each anchor hole for rebar nicks/cuts. Since anchors cannot be drawn
from the Q anchor cage until CI has signed off on each anchor hole, there is no apparent
opportunity to circumvent the process without collusion. Some noteworthy quotes which
illustrate the above conclusions include:

"situations of rebar cutting without craft obtaining a PW (permanent waiver) prior
to CI inspection is very low and CI will find these" - engineering

"rebar cutting due to undercutting is possible due to downward pressure for
f chairing

- these situations can be ones were the craft hasn't initiated engineering
disposition because they may not know they cut the rebar" - CI

"don't cut anything, it might be conduit with live wires" - craft

(drill stops) "incentive is personnel safety, also reduces paperwork on accidental
cutting of rebar" - engineering

"we don't cut rebar, we need engineering approval to do that" - craft

"one and a half years ago somebody deliberately cut rebar on non-Q and got fired"
- craft
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I VSTALLATIO V con t'd

"you don't cut rebar without permission" - craft

"try to do everything not to cut rebar, it is the last r sort. If you fill up the
tolerance window you seek an incr ase in the tolerance; if you still cai>'t get a
good hole you ask for a PW from engineering" - craft

"it takes longer to do the paperwork to cut rebar than it does to get a variance on
the window tolerance" - craft

"scarring rebar for non-Q anchor, if hit you don't stay on it long, you move over"-
craft

"use drill stop to keep from killing yourself" - craft

"if you hit bar you move over, no one will tell you to do anything wrong. If they
do you go over their head - whether its rebar cutting or tolerances" -craft

Ebasco specification CAR-SH-CH-19, R6 3/l9/82 Article 5.Qadi "Installation" states:

"In no case shall concrete reinforcing steel be cut unless prior approval is given by
the engineer."

CPRL WP's and training materials contain language equal to the above referenced Ebasco
specification.

INSPECTION

In discussing anchor bolt inspection practices, the CI and craft personnel appeared to have
in-depth awareness of, and appreciation for the inspection requirements imposed on Q
anchor installation. Further, there was consistent endorsement in the expanded
application of many of the Q anchor control methods to nonsafety anchor installation.

All individuals interviewed shared a view that the controls on the Q anchor program were
thorough, that CI competently executed these controls and that CI had freedom of
operation to ensure the integrity of their oversight function.

Interviews also indicated uniform understanding of the hold points involved in the
inspection process (e.g. Anchor Placement Report control points), inspection acceptance
criteria, documentation requirements, and use of orange paint as an inspection indicator.

Due to the importance of independence of an inspection function in ensuring the
effectiveness with which nonconforming conditions are identified and resolved, interview
emphasis was placed on CI's working relationships. There was no indication identified
during the interviews which even remotely suggested that the Q-anchor program's
integrity has been, or might be compromised due to pressure on CI. Independence of
schedule pressure was expressed by CI and the crafts alike with respect to doing a quality
job.
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I VS P ECT IO~V con t'd

Some noteworthy quotes which illustrate the above conclusions include:

"not pushed by CI to signoff" - CI

"they don't 'o on without us because it's a hot itc.n" - CI

"each hole, whether to be patched or receive an anchor is reviewed by Cl, if a
question, CI willcontact the area engineer" - CI

"have always been backed, craft people do complain" - CI

"making a mistake is not a sin, attempting at coverup is" - CI

two different inspectors for second opinion is not permitted" - CI

"inspector's position on an issue is protected - NCR's can be issued by each
inspector; can't be be cancelled by the Cl Supervisor. without the CI inspector's
agreement" - CI

"CI inspectors are randomly assigned to craft foreman" - craft

"very few problems with CI logistics or CI inspectors being up to speed - has
worked out very well" - craft

relationship between inspectors and installers has worked quite well, any issues
are elevated for resolution" - craft

(Q anchor installers) "hand picked team - feel they have avenue of dispute for
concerns" - craft

"feel there are good relationships with CI - good Q program; can't bypass
anything, holes have to be good and paperwork proper" - craft

"go for a quality job, no motivation to do it wrong - if it was, it would be found by
CI" - craf t

(Q anchor. installers) "any concerns are freely expressed and answers provided;
example: why a certain size Plate with certain size and number of anchors" -craft

"quality stressed from the beginning by General Foreman Mark Abbott. Mark
interested in doing a quality job, not schedule" - craft

"never been pushed to do anything that I felt wasn't correct - if I'm not satisfied I
question it" - craft

"CI checks all holes, they are very cautious about that - CPs integrity is very high
at this site" - craft

"feel comfortable in making suggestions" - craft
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INSPECTION cont'd

"need perinission to re~nove plate with orange paint. I have checked a bunch of
them and none have been loosened. I would have gone directly to Q anchor people
to et on it" - craft

"if CI has any question, the Area Civil Engineer is contacted for guidance"-
engineering

"normal construction pressure to do work, no harassinent, no 'dry-labing'f report,
no asking crafts to do paperwork" - engineering

"CI, they let nothing slide - if there wasn't a CI, we would still follow the
procedure, what would be the point if you didn'?" - craft

Organizational alignment of CI, as depicted on the SHNPP Site Organization Chart
indicates that CI is a stand alone organizational entity reporting directly to the Project
General Manager, Completion Assurance. The Project General Manager, Completion
Assurance reports directly to the SHNPP Vice President, as does the Project General
Manager, Construction and the Manager of Engineering. While the CI function has
experienced several organizational alignments since its inception as a "unit" in mid-1979,
it was successfully evaluated in iVRC IRE inspection report 79-15, 9/05/79. Subsequent
communication between CPRL and the NRC resulted in the establishment of a Principal
Construction Specialist - Inspection Position in late 1980 to further coordinate inspection
activities. The present structure evolved with the creation of the Completion Assurance
organization in late 198'.

DOCUMENTATION
Documentation requirements are clearly delineated in WP-33 and ii2, and TP-39. These
requirements comprehensively cover a full spectrum of quality af fecting activities
comprising the Q anchor installation program. Evidence exists through interviews and a
tour of the site that these documentation requirements are well understood and being
effected.

The procedures which govern the use and execution of the various anchor installation
records (i.e., the WP's and TP's) appear to be "live" procedures, subject to revision as
needs arise. This is evidenced by the revision status of WP-33 and ii2, and TP-39, and the
number of Project Change Notices.(PCN) which have been issued against the procedures
for subsequent incorporation as revisions.

AiVCHOR VS NONSAFETY ANCHOR
he Q anchor program'appears to be a well planned, organized, staffed, documented, and

executed program. This conclusion is based on the results of interviews, document
reviews, and field observations of this writer. Additional evidence is available as a result
of a recent NRC Construction Appraisal Team (CAT) inspection conducted on 10/I - 10/12
and 10/22 - 11/2, 1980. The results of this CAT inspection are documented in NRC I@E
report 80-01 12/20/80. The CAT report noted with respect to "Concrete Expansion
Anchors for Pipe Supports/Restraints":

"Concrete expansion expansion anchors inspected by the NRC CAT were installed
in accordance with design and procedural requirements". (pg III-9)
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ANCHOR VS .'VONSAFETY ANCHOR cont'd

~

~

Interview comments which are relevant to the stature and rigor of the Q anchor program
include:

"Q program is as close to providing 100'8 assurance as posse'>Ie - inspec-.ion,
aaxibolts, training - IVPO has looked at the program; fairly i npressed with it"-
craft

"original group was hand picked" - craft

"non-Q (installers) cannot install Q anchors; separate training and inspection
requirements" - craft

"people are quite suited to the program; knowledge of requirements; good training
program" - craft

"almost all the initial Q installers were selected from foreman, good heads, cream
of the crop" - craft

"no one in Q anchors would do sloppy work, if they would, its their damn job"-
craft

"Q anchor program is the most controlled of the controlled programs on site"-
engineering

The nonsafety anchor program has recently been revised to be more in line with the
methods successfully employed on Q anchor installation. Interviews and documentation
indicates that nonsafety anchor installation was conducted without a sufficient level of
rigor to ensure that procedural requirements were consistently achieved.

The previously referred to NRC CAT report that had positive conclusions with respect to
the Q anchor installation program identified concerns with respect to nonsafety anchor
installation. The specific concern focused on the use of non-safety anchors to support
equipment or items in close proximity to Seismic Category I items. NRC Regulatory
Guide (R G) 1.29 requires tha t:

"Those portions of structures, systems, or components whose continued function is
not required (during a seismic event) but whose failure could reduce the
functioning of (seismically designed) plant feature(s)... to an unacceptable
safety level... should be designed and constructed so that (a seismic event) would
not cause such failure"

CPRL's intent was to provide for a review of conditions as discussed in RG 1.29 through
walkdowns and engineering evaluations. The NRC CAT report took specific exception to
this "heavy dependence... to identify and resolve problems late in construction."
Consequently, CPRL has revised its program to provide for an expedited review of
nonsafety anchors installed in RG 1.29 situations, as well as upgrading its overall
nonsafety anchor installation program.
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R E COh1ih1 EN DATIONS

Based on the interviews conducted, documents reviewed and site observations the
following recommendations are provided to further enhance the SHNPP expansion anchor
bolt program:

TRAINING

l. To ensure consistently competent supervision under the revised nonsafety anchor
program, ensure that Foreman and Ceneral Foreman receive the same training as
the craf t installers.

2. To ensure skill proficiency maintenance, consider appropriateness of establishing
recertification requirements for installers who: either do not perform anchor
installation activities within some minimum period following certification, or, do
not engage in anchor installation for some extended period following an active
period. Alternatively, provide increased CI oversight of installers who would fall
into the above categories.

3. To ensure programmatic control, consider the development of an appropriately
detailed procedure to cover nonsafety anchor training.

INSTALLATION

0. To ensure the usability of the anchor installation governing procedures, expedite the
incorporation of the various PCN's into WP and TP revisions.

5. To ensure effective support of field installation, review adequacy of engineering
resources to effect timely turnaround of PlV's, etc. such that Q anchor installers are
not unduly idled.

INSPECTION

6. To ensure effective support of the revised nonsafety anchor program, review
adequacy of Cl and engineering resources to effeet timely inspection and
engineering resolution of nonsafety installation activities.

74 To ensure adequate control of orange inspection indicator paint:

place increased emphasis on controlling access to the paint such that:
only CI personnel obtain new markers from CI (i.e., do not use installers as
runners); and
only CI personnel apply the inspection indicator (i.e., do not use installers as
surrogates in confined locations).

contact paint supplier to determine paint's general availability to the public at
large.

To ensure effectiveness of RRN monitoring, review frequency with which Cl
routinely observes this activity (RRN oversight was not thoroughly reviewed during
this study).
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ANCHOR VS AONSAFETY ANCHORS

~

~

9. To ensure effectiveness of revised nonsafety anchor program:

place increased emphasis on the use of drill guides or levels to improve
compliance with skewness requirements,

place increased emphasis on nonsafety anchors being installed for electrical
component usage, and,

consider closer monitoring of nonsafety anchors installed for temporary usage in
high industrial safety risk applications (e.g. high bay scaffolding attachment
points, etc.).
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ATTACHMENT l

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

CPRL DOCUMENTS

QA Audit Reports

81-18 12/18/81

81-21 09/08/82

81-26 06/27/83

81-32 07/18/80

Executed Forms

Deficiency Notices

~ . C-0116 02/21/85

.. C-0117 02/21/85

Discrepancy Reports

.. C-1030 02/09/82

.. C-1868 05/00/83

Nonconformance Reports

.. 80-0053 02/20/80

.. 80-2253 ll/10/80

Letter to the NRC 09/19/80 "QA Organization"
Memorandum MS-10170 03/07/85 "Posting of USNRC Notices"

Organization Charts SHNPP

Procedures

- TP-39 "Inspection of Drilled-In Expansion Anchors"

R8 10/02/80 through PCN5 02/10/85
- WP-33 "Installation of Wedge Expansion Bolt Anchors"

R9 10/10/80 through PCN 7 02/20/85
- WP-02 "Installation of Maxibolt Undercut Expansion Anchors"

R3 10/02/80 through PCN 3 02/26/85

"Quality Check Report" Form 80251 05/80 (blank)

Speed Letter, GM Simpson to Bob Marlar 03/21/85 "CI Unit Formation"
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DOCUMENTS REVIEWED (Cont'd)

ATTACHAIENTI

Training. Doc umen ts (b lank)
- Construction Inspector Training

.. General Exhibit 1 Rev 5 6/80 TP-00

.. Classroom Exhibit 2 Rev 0 10/83 TP-00

.. Practical Exhibit 3 Rev 0 10/83 TP-00

.. Certificate of Qualification Exhibit 0 Rev 3 0/80 TP-00

.. Personnel (Summary) Exhibit 5 Rev 2 10/80 TP-00
- Installation of Wedge Expansion Bolt Anchors (Test)
- Aiaxi-Bolt Test
- Nonsafety Expansion Anchor Installation Checklist (training aid)
- Permanent Nonsafety Expansion Anchors Certification Examination
- Permanent Safety Related Expansion Anchor Certification Examination
- Test For Expansion Anchor Inspection (Two Part Test - Closed Book R Open Book

Parts)

NRC SHNPP DOCUMENTS

ASLB Order 01/10/85

CAT Report 80-0I 12/20/80
IA'E Report 79-15 09/05/79

Regulatory Guide 1.29 "Seismic Design Classification", R3 09/78
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ATTACHMENT II

IiVDIVIDUALSINTERVIEWED +

Randy Allen - Q Anchor Foreman (DI)

Karl Blackley - CI Inspector (C)

Harold (Skip) Bradt - Q Anchor Installer (DI)
Brian Diggins - Q Anchor Superintendent (DI)

3ay Eaton - CI Supervisor (C)

Herb Henderson - Q Anchor Installer Night Shift (DI)
Sue Holmes —Lead Engineer, Special Projects HPES (C)
Kevin Mathews - Q Anchor Night Shift General Foreman (DI)
J. C. Maye - Q Anchor Installer (DI)

Larry Stafford - Electrician, Temporary Power (DE)
Herb Taylor - Engineer Tech I, Office Engineering HPCS (C)

Key-
" C = CPdcL

DE = Davis Electric
DI = Daniel International
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ATTACHMENT III
ROBERT E. DELLON

I. EDUCATION

BS Degree in Industrial Administration from the University
of Connecticut

MS Degree in Management from Fordham University

Post graduate courses at several universities throughout the
U.S.

II. EXPERIENCE

Utility industry experience consists of sixteen years in
executive and senior management positions in QA, project
management, and internal consulting/operational audits. As an
engineer, manager and consultant, he has been associated with
the design, construction, operation and/or maintenance of
thirty-eight nuclear and twenty fossil-fueled electric
generating stations. As a utility executive and consultant, he
has met with and reviewed the management practices of more than
70 electric, gas and combination utilities.
Specific areas of experience are as follows:
0 Evaluated electric generating stations with respect to

project/construction management practices, organization
structure, audit programs, and supporting information
systems.

Conducted numerous management prudency studies covering such
areas as: power plant engineering, operations, nuclear
safety, environment and radiation control, plant
modifications, outage management, construction management,
contractor performance, etc.

Extensive QA/QC experience as a practitioner, corporate QA
manager, utility executive, QA consultant, and as an
instructor/lecturer on QA principles and programs.

0r Responsible for development and management of human resource
policies, organizations and programs.

Evaluated, developed and installed several materials
management programs.

As Project Engineering Manager for an 1100 HW BWR performed
design reviews, developed specifications, and provided
owner-direction to the AE and NSSS vendor; evaluated,
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negotiated, and awarded contracts for equipment, material
and construction; administered owner-supplied equipment and
material contracts.

Authored articles and lectured on QA principles, human
resource systems, management audits, selection and control
of the AE/CM and project/construction management practices.

III. SOCIETIES AND MEMBERSHIPS

American Nuclear Society
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Society for Quality Control

IV. CLIENT HISTORY

Typi.cal utility-related clients as follows:

Arkansas Power & Light
Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. — Pinawa
California Public Utilities Commiss'ion
Carolina Power & Light
Commonwealth Edison
Department of Energy
Edison Electric Institute
Florida Public Service Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Power Authority State of New York
Texas Utilities Generating Company
Washington Public Power Supply System
Wisconsin Power & Light

Typical fossil-fueled power plant experience:

Big Bend 4
Fayette 3
Mayo 1

Roseton 1 & 2
Roxboro 1-4

425 MW

415 MW

720 MW

360 MW

2425 MW

(coal)
(lignite)
(coal)
(oil)
(coal)

Typical nuclear power plant experience:

Arkansas Nuclear One 1 & 2
Brunswick 1 & 2
Diablo Canyon 1 & 2
Harris 1

Marble Hill 1 & 2
Palisades
South Texas Project 1 & 2

Vermont Yankee
Wolf Creek

1694 MW (PWR)
1580 MW (BWR)
2190 MW (PWR)

900 MW (PWR)
2260 MW (PWR)

798 MW (PWR)
2500 MW (PWR)

540 MW (BWR)
1150 MW (PWR)
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